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GENERAL SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DORMANT SPRAYS ON PEAR TREES

Mineral oils having a viscosity range of from 100 to 120 seconds Saybolt and sulfonation test of from SO to 70 per cent are satisfactory for use
in dormant sprays. Most of the commercial emulsions which are now on
the market conform to these specifications and can be used with safety
when applied as recommended.

Tests carried on by the Southern Oregon Experiment Station since
1924 lead to the conclusion that dormant-type oil sprays at 4 per cent
strength, conforming to the foregoing specifications, may be applied in the
spring with reasonable safety to all of the leading varieties of pears grown
commercially in the Rogue River Valley, except Winter Nelis. Applica-

tions may be made at any time from the period that the buds are cornpletely dormant until the cluster buds are separating When these sprays
are applied after the early pink stage they may burn the petals severely
enough to interfere with normal opening and pollination.

These oil sprays, when applied before the early pink stage, have no
marked effect upon the normal blossom development. They may cause
some browning and dwarfing of petals, which is more noticeable in AnjOu

and Bartlett, but this is usually not of a serious nature.

They may have a decided retarding effect on the early development
of lateral leaf buds on the younger wood, but this does not appear to affect
noticeably the later growth of the tree or fruit. The retarding effect seems

to be more pronounced when the sprays are applied just as the buds are
cracking than it does when the sprays are applied either when the buds
are completely dormant or after they have started growth. The development of the leaves on older v ood and on fruit spurs does not seem to be
retarded.

These dormant-type oil sprays should not be applied to pear trees in
the fall, since they may cause severe injury to the fruit buds of all varieties.

On Winter Nelis trees dormant-type oil sprays containing 4 per cent
of oil are not safe, since these sprays may cause severe injury to fruit buds
and leaf buds on young growth. On trees of this variety, it is preferable to
use a lime-sulfur spray. A spray containing only 2 per cent of oil may be

used with little danger of injury, but in case of severe infestation this

strength may not give the desired control.

The oils used in the tests were applied mostly in the form of homemade emulsions of the quick-breaking type, made up with either a calcium
casCinate or a casein-arnmonia emulsifier. Some commercial emulsions of
the mayonnaise type were also used.
Dormant-type oiLs applied yearly for the past nine years, to the south

part of the station commercial pear orchard, usually at the rate of 4 per
cent of oil, have resulted in no noticeable difference in crop yield or tree
development in any variety except Winter Nelis, as compared with those
4

trees in the north part which were sprayed with dormant strength limesulfur.

Liquid Iime.sulfur sprays at the rate of 12 to 100 gallons have had no
effect on the normal development of leaf or fruit buds and have killed no
buds on pears of any variety, with the possible exception of a few weakened
ones.
DORMANT SPRAYS ON YELLOW NEWTOWN APPLES

The dormant-type mineral oils for use on apple trees should have the
same specifications as those used on pear trees.

These oils should cause no injury to Yellow Newtown apple trees
under Rogue River Valley conditions, when they are applied at4 per cent

strength in the spring up to the time that the buds show the green leaf
tips, When applied late, they may delay the development of leaf buds
more or less, and when applied after the young leaves have partly expanded

they may burn the tips and margins, but usually not in a serious way

unless applied very late.
-

Lime-sulfur at the rate of 12 to 100 gallons may burn the young leaves
to some extent when applied late in the spring, but otherwise has no noticeable effect on the development.
SAN JOSE SPRAY CONTROL

Tests carried on over a period of years by this station show that San
Jose scale may be controlled satisfactorily by the applicato'n of either
liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to tOO gallons, or a 4 per cent oil spray, applied in
the spring during the dormant or delayed dormant period. Oil sprays, how.
ever, should not be applied in the fall because of possible injury.

Dry lime-sulfur, 30 pounds to 100 gallons, gave satisfactory control
in the years when favorable weather conditions prevailed, but in other
years resulted in poorer control than was obtained with liquid lime-sulfur.
Dormant sprays of either lime-sulfur or oils on the larger branches
may kill young summer scales which attempt to settle on them.
Female scales which have been covered thoroughly with lime-sulfur
sprays in the dormant period, may continue to develop to maturity, but
evidently are sterilized and finally die without producing young. A fair
comparison of the final control of sprays therefore, can be made only by
a count of infested fruit at harvest time or an examination of the new
growth after the young scales have all settled.
It is important in the control of this pest that every portion of the
tree be thoroughly wet with spray, and that special care be taken not to miss

any of the tips in the tops of trees. Where much loose bark is present
on the trunks and large branches it should be scraped off before the spray
is applied, as the loose bark flakes may protect scales against the spray.
All scale-infested seedling trees near an orchard should either be sprayed
thoroughly or destroyed to guard against reinfestation.

CONTROL OF PEAR LTAF BLISTER-MITE

At the present time indications are that blisher-mite may be controlled
in this Valley by liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons, or dormant-type oil
sprays at 4 per cent strength when applied before the tips of the leaves
show. Since more than 800 mites have been found in a single pear bud, it

is important to cover every bud thoroughly to obtain control. Liquid

lime-sulfur will give commercial control on pear trees when applied after
the tips of the leaves show. Both liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons. and
dry lime-sulfur, 30 pounds to 100 gallons, will prevent serious injury when
applied up to the time leaf buds are one-half inch in length. Lime-sulfur
may be applied effectively over a longer period than oil. In case of severe

infestation it is safer to use lime-sulfur. Further tests are necessary to

establish more definitely some of the factors cnicei-ning the control of this
pest.
CONTROL OF RUST-MITE

The same sprays as applied for blister.mite should control this pest.
During the growing season it may be held in check by a spray containing
1 per cent of medium summer oil.
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Dormant Sprays and Their Use
For the Control of Insect Pests

of Fruit Trees in the
Rogue River Valley
By L. C. GENiNEP and R. K. Noants

INTRODUCTION
THIS publication reports the results obtained from experimental work
with dormant sprays carried on in the Rogue River Valley over a
period of nine years by the Southern Oregon Experiment Station.*
Some of our serious orchard pests can best be controlled by the

application of sprays in the dormant period. The most important of
these are th San Jose scale and the pear leaf blister-mite.
In recent years oil sprays have figured quite prominently in the control
of these pests, nd much has been done toward determining the amount

of actual oil necessary for satisfactory control, the viscosity and degree
of relinement of oils at which they will give good kill of insect pests and
yet not cause serious injury to trees, and the types of emulsions most
suitable for use in dormant spraying. Since 1926 a considerable portion
of this work has been carried on as part of the Western Cooperative Oil
Spray Project.t

THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF PEAR VARIETIES TO
INJURY FROM DORMANT SPRAYS
The leading commercial varieties of pears grown in the Rogue River
Cornice, and Winter Nelis. Since pears
Valley are Anjou, Bartlett,
are by far the most important of the fruits raised in this Valley, it was
deemed advisable to carry on tests to determine both the immediate susceptibility of tile ddferent varieties to dormant oil sprays and the cumulative effect of yearly applications over a long period of time.
For the past nine years, or beginning with 924, dormant oil 5prys
were applied each year to tile south part of the commercial block of
From 1924 to 1929 inclus,we, the work was uuder the direction of R, K, Norris, who
was then assistant at the Station. Since that time it has been under the direction of the
senior author.

'rhe writers etipress their apprectalios of Ih hearty cooperation given them by the
fruit growers in pertnitttng the use 01 their orchards, which has made possible much of this
vork.
tThts is an organization of scientific workers of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana,

and British Columbia which was Inirmed for the purpose of considering the variables

encouniered it connection with, the use oh oil sprays and to formulate plans for a concerted

and coordinated attack ott the problem.
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pears at the experiment station, to compare the development of the trees
with those in the north part which were sprayed with dormant-strength
]iquid lime-sulfur each year except in 1924.

The commercial block contains two rows each of Anjou, Bartlett,
Bose, Cornice, and Winter Nelis trees. These rows run north and south
and each row originally contained twenty-three trees, Sprays were usually
applied across varieties, or east and west, so that each spray row contained
trees of all five varieties. Thc trees are twenty years old, grow in deep,
rich soil on bottom-land, and are in good vigor.
SOME PROPERTIES OF LUBRICATING OILS USED IN SPRAYS
Lubricating oils used for spraying purposes are commonly classed
according to viscosity and sulfonation test,

The viscosity o.f an oil refers to its flowfng property'that is, the
time it will take a given quantfty of oil to run through a small opening
at a tcmperature of 1OIY F. An oil of 120 seconds viscosity is twice as
heavy and will take twice as long to flow through an opening as one of
60 seconds viscosity.
The sulfonation test of an oil refers to its purity. Unrefined oils contain certain undesirable compounds called unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbons which may be injurious to plant life. 1sVhcn these oils are treated
either with sulfuric acid or sulfur dioxide, or both, some of these compounds
are removed, depending upon the treatment. An oil with a sulfonation test
of 100 per cent is absolutely free from such compounds while one with a
test of 80 per cent contains 20 per cent of them. The lower the sulfonation

test the more of these undesirable compounds arc present in the oil and
hence the more likely it is to cause injury. Oils used in the dormant period

need not be as highly refined as those used during the growing season.
DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1924.

In 1924, on March 7 and 11, all of the trees in the commercial block
were sprayed with a home-made emulsion of Oil No. 1 ' at a strength of
2 per cent of oil in the south half and S per cent in the north half. All fruit
buds were still completely dormant.
Results. This treatment did not injure the trees and the crop matured
normally.

DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1925
On March 11 the south fourteen rows were sprayed with a homemade emulsion of Oil No. I at a strength of 4 per cent of oil.
The fruit buds of the earlier varieties were w&l advanced. The buds

of the cluster, however, were still sticking together and were largely
covered with bud scales.

Results. The treatment did not delay blooming and caused no injury.
All ol the nils used in the tests are eferred to by number, sach number indicating
a particular kind of oil.

DORMANT SPRAYS AND THEIR UsE
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On March 24 an application of oil sprays and of lime-sulfur was made.
to note the effect of late spraying. Cluster buds of all varieties were widely

separated. Blossom buds of Anjou and Bartlett showed much pink and
many of the blossoms were partly open. Buds of Winter Nelis showed
pink, but were less advanced than those of Anjon. Buds of Cornice and
Bosc were still green.

Results. Anjou and Bartlett trees were exaniined for injury on March
28.

PLOT I. Four per cent of Oil No. 1, home-made emulsion, plus one pound

of calcium caseinate spreader. Anjou blossoms on sprayed trees
showed severe injury. The petals had turned brown and dried,
which condition retarded the opening of blossoms very noticeably.
The dried petals made pollination practically impossible. Nearly
all of the blossoms were injured. The young leaves showed con-

siderable burning, and the stems of blossoms and small fruits
showed a blackening wherever there had been an accumulation of
spray material. Bartlett blossoms and leaves showed sonic burning, but the injury was not nearly as severe as to Anjou.
PLOT 2. Two per cent of Oil No. 1, home-made emulsion, plus

pound of

spreader. This strength of oil caused sonic injury to Anjou, but
it was much less severe than with the 4. per cent strength. Only
about 20 per cent of the blossoms were severely burned,
PLOT 3. Limesulfur, 121 to 100 gallons, plus one pound of spreader. Blos-

soms appeared uninjured, but the young leaves showed considerable burning.

Bose, Cornice, and \,Vinter Nelis were examined on April 1. The
rst tWO varieties showed no injury. Winter Nelis showed very severe
injury even though the dvclopment of the buds had not been as far
along as in Anjou and Bartlett at the time of spraying. The blossoms
had turned brown, similar to those of Anjou and Bartlett, which condition
retarded the opening of blossoms atid made pollination difficult. The 2
per cent strength of oil caused much less burning than the 4 per cent
strength. Lime-sulfur did not injure the fruit to any extent but burned
the leaves,

DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1925
Time of application, March 2 and 3.

Condition of fruit buds
ANJou. Open and exposing flower buds, although these still were
clasped tightly together.
BARTLETT. Opened enough to expose flower buds slightly.
Bosc AND COI.SICE. Tips of green leaves showing.

WINTER NELIS. Swollen but showing neither leaf tips nor flower buds.

Results. The preceding winter weather had been unusually mild. Tentperatures before spraying did not fall below 18° F. above zero and after
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spraying, below 26° F. No varieties were injured e>eept Winter Nelis (see
Table I).
TABLE 1. RESULTS OF SPRAYJNG IN

Results

Materials sited

Plot 1Four per cent of Oil No.

026

1,

home-

macIc emulsion ................................- ..........Witr NetsSO pee cent of fruit buds and
spurs killed. Spiir killcd back to I
inchCs.

Other va,,eties.no injury.

Plot 2Two per cent of Oil No. I, borne
made emulson

Winte Nelis__injury not as severe as iii Plot
Other var,CtiesOO injury.

Plot 3--Lime.suufur, 30° Baumé, )2 to 100
gal Ion a

No injury to any variety.

DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1927

Time of application. Just as fruit buds were beginning to swell.

Results No detailed counts were made, but observation showed that
Winter Nelis was the only variety injured (see Table II).
TABLE II. RESULTS

cPRAYING TN l27

Materials used

Plot tFour per rent of Oil No.
madC cmtiltio,t

-Results
I

home

Plot 2Two per cent of Oil No. 1, home
made emrtlsiori

Injury to W Iter Nli only. Quite severe.
Injury to Winier Nel,s only. Mitch less than
in Plot

1.

Plot 3Li,ne.sulfur, ]2f to 100 gallons...........No injury to any variety.

DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1928

Time of application. November 22, 1927; February 13 and 29, and
March 12, 192g. Tue sprays were applied on various dates in an effort to
determine the relatton of the time o application to resulting injury. On
each date a home-made emulsion of Oil No. 1 was used and checked against
either some other kind of oil or lime-sulfur.
Specifications of oils used
Oil No. 1: Viscosity 100, sutfonation test 60.
Ol No. 2: viScosity 105, sulfonation test 79.
Oil No. 3 (corrtmercial emulsion): viscosity 105, sulfonation test 70
Oil No. 4 (commercial emulsion) viscosity 140, sulfonation test 67.
Mininium temperatures for the period from November 22 to February

)3 averaged well above 30° F., the lowest temperature during this tinie
being 150 F. Alter the third applieaticn the temperature, by the aid of
orchard heating, was not allowed to fall below 300 F.

DORMANT SPRAYS AND THEIR IJsE
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Results. An examination of trees in all plots was made on April 4 to
determine the amount of injury.
SPRAYS APPLIED NOVEMPER 22, 1927

Oil No. 1, 4 per cent oil

W nter
Nelis:

One hundred per cent of fruit and leaf buds killed.

Cornice:

Fruit buds on south side of tree weak, with an occasional
one killed.

nsc:

Sixty-six per cent of fruit buds on south side of tree killed.
Practically no injury on north and west sides.

Bartlett:

Fruit buds on south sde of tree weak and much retarded,

Anjou:

Ten per cent of fruit buds killed on south side of tree and
thirty per cent of booni weak. Fruit buds on north side
rio rina I.

Leaf buds on all varieties but Winter Nelis normal,
luizc-Su.!fur, I to 8

Trees of all varieties showed no injury and appeared normal.

Sesvs

APPLIED FERRUARY 13

Trees dormant.
Oil jVo. 1, 4 per cent oil
i n t er

Nelis:

Sixteen per cent of fruit buds on south side of tree killed.
None injured on north side. Leaf buds much retarded
as compared with unsprayed check. Terminal buds all
growing.

Comics:

Fruit buds normal; leaf buds somewhat retarded.

Bose:

Fruit and leaf buds normal.

Bartlett: Fruit buds opening more slowly than on check. Leaf buds
much retarded.
Anjou:

Fruit buds normal; leaf buds retarded.

at'! No. 2, 4 per cent oil

Winter
Nelis:

Fifty-six per cent of fruit buds killed, scattered uniformly
over tree. Leaf buds appeared dormant, while those of
inches long. Injury very severe.
check had leaves
1

Much worse than with oil No. 1.
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Figure 1. Winter Nelis tree photographed in April 1928, to show tnjury from a dormant
spray of Oil No. 1 applied November 22, 1927.
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Figure 2. Unsprayed Winter Ndis check tree photographed in April 1928, for comparison
with trees sprayed svith dormant oils.
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Figure 3. Portion of Winter Nelis tree photographed in April L928, to show inju y
caused by spraying with Oil No. 3 on February 29 (buds cracking). Other varieties not
aflected except for retarding of foliage development.

DORMANT SPRAYS AND THEIR UsE
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Figure 4. Portion of Winter Nelis unsprayed check photographed in April 1928, for cornparicon with oil-sprayed trees.
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Cornice

Fruit buds normal; leaf buds much retarded.

Bosc:

Fruit and leaf buds normal.

Bartlett:

Both fruit and leaf buds much retarded.

Anjou:

Frut buds normal; leaf buds retarded.

SPRAYS AL'PLtED FEBRUARY 29

Fruit buds swelling and cracking.
Oil No. 1, 4 per cent oil.

\Vinter
Nelis:

Twenty-one per cent of fruit buds killed; all injury confined
to south side of tree. Sixty-one per cent of terminal

buds killed. Most leaf buds not starting. Check buds
with leaves l

inches long.

Cornice:

Fruit buds uninjured; leaf buds retarded.

Boc:

Fruit and leaf buds normal.

Bartlett:
Anjou:

Fruit buds normal; leaf buds retarded.
Fruit buds normal; leaf buds retarded.

Oil No. 3, 4 per cent oil

Winter

Fifty-two per cent of fruit buds killed, 96 per cent of terminal buds killed and nearly all leaf buds. Dead buds
scattered over entire tree, but mostly n center and on
north side. Live buds much retarded.
Cornice: Fruit buds normal; leaf buds much retarded.
Bosc:
Fruit and leaf buds normal.
Bartlett: Fruit buds normal; leaf buds retarded.
Arijou;
Fruit buds normal; leaf buds retarded.
Nelis:

SPSAYS APPLIED MARCH 12

Flower buds on Anjou and Bartlett separating, well advanced.
Other varietIes, buds swelling hut flower buds still well covered with scales.

Ol No, .1, 4 per cent oil

Winter
Nelis:

Seven per cent of fruit buds killed; no terminal buds

injured; leaf buds slightly retarded, but very few killed.

Cornice:

Fruit buds not injured; leaf buds slightly retarded.

Bose:

Fruit and leaf buds normal.

Bartlett:

Fruit buds normal; leaf buds slightly retarded-

DORMANT SPRAYS AND THEIR USE

Anjou:
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Fruit buds normal; leaf buds slightly retarded.

Oil No. 4,4 per cent oil

Winter
Nelis:

No large trees available, sprayed young trees. Leaf buds

more retarded than with oil No. I and some buds killed.
All other varieties: Appearance about as in check; leaf buds slightly
retarded.

Figure 5. Winter Nelis pear branches photographed in April 1928, to show Injury from
dormant oil sprays. Left, unsprayed check. RgIi1, Oil No. 3, applied February 29, 1928.
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Figure 6. \Vinter Nelis pear tree photographed in April 1928, to show injury from the
use of dormant oil sprays. This tree had been sprayed with Oil No. 3-4 per cent of oil, on

February 29, 1928.

DORMANT SPRAYS AND TIElR USE
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4

Figure 7. Winter Nelis branches photographed in April 1928, to show effect of dormant
spray of Oil No. I emulsion, 4 per cent of oil. Left, sprayed February 13 (buds dormant);
center, February 29 (buds cracking). Riyhl, March 12 (buds in early pink).
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Figure 8. Stage of deeelopment of fruit buds on Station scar Icees at time of dormant
npraylng on March 11, 1929. Top to bottairtAnjou, Bartlett, Bose, Conuce, arid Winter
Nels

DORMANT SPRAYS AND THEIR USE
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Low ternpei-atures alter spraying did not seem to be a factor in causing
injury, since the temperature was not permitted to go below 3Øfl F. after
the application of February 29, yet this one caused the greatest injury of
any of the spring sprays.
Oil No. 1, with a lower sulfonation test, caused much less injury than
any of the other oils, including oil No. 2 with about the same viscosity, but
with 20 per cent higher sulfonation test, even though both of these oils
wet-c emulifled in the same manner and were applied side by side.
All of the oiis retarded development of the leaf buds more or less on
most varieties. Sprays applied when the buds were cracking appeared to
retard development more than those applied earlier, and considerably more
than those applied at a later period.
A fall application of dormant oil sprays to pear trees may cause severe
injury.

DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1q29

Time of application. The live varieties of pears in the commercial orchard, and the Howell variety in a block just south of this, were sprayed
at six different periods, from the tin-se the buds wet-c completely dormant
to the early pink stage, in an effort to determine the relation of time of
application of oil sprays to resulting injuryFebruary 9 and 27, March 11
and 2.3, April 2 and. 11.

Winter temperatures were normal. The lowest temperature of 8 F.
was reached on January 20. The coldest temperature alter the first application was l5 F. on February 10. After the second application the temperature dropped below 26 F. on only two days when minimum temperatures
of 22 and 23 F. were reached during the latter part of March.
The following oils were used in the form of home-made emulsions at
the i-ate of 4 per cent oil

Oil No. 5: viscosity 110, sulfonatien test 65.
Oil No, 6: viscosity 104, sulfonation test 98.

Results. On April 24, leaf buds on the younger wood and blossoms
were examined on trees irs the various plots to note the effect of oil sprays

on development, Sprayed trees were compared with unsprayed checks
and results recorded in Table III.
The oil sprays had no effect upon the time of blooming, but had a

decided retarding effect upon the developi'nent of lateral leaf buds on oneand two-year-old wood. On sonic varieties the leaves on unsprayd trees
reached a length of one and one-fourth inches before the oil-sprayed leaf
buds started to grow, but this did not appear to injure the crop. Leaf buds

on older wood and on spurs were not affected. On Winter Nelis trees a

part of the fruit buds was killed.
Early oil sprays especially those applied as the fruit buds were crack-

ing, retarded the leaf buds to the greatest extent and in case of Winter
Nelis killed the largest number of fruit buds. Oil sprays applied after the
cluster buds were well advanced had little effect on leaf-bud development.

22
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Figure 9. Stage of developrsieiit of fruit buds on Station pear trees at time of dormant
spraying, March 23, 1929.

DORMANT SPRAYS AD THER USE
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Aajoii.

r

BarUeft

Bosc

-

Houe1I

W.Nelis
Figure 10. Stage of development of fruit buds on Station pear trees at time of dormant
spraying, April 2, 1929.

TABLE III. CONDITI ON OF OIL.SPRAYED TREES ON APRIL 24, 1929.
Date sprayed and
oil used

Bartlett

Anjou

Leaves

Unsprayed check

Bose

Cornice

inch to 1 inch Leaves 4 inch long. 601 May 10. Leaf buds

Leaves

long. 80 per cent of per cent of blossoms inch long.
blossoms open.

February 9 (buds
dormant)

Flower

open.

pink.

Howell

buds in late pink.

No. 6

Leaf buds somewhat Leaf buds retarded. Leaf buds retarded. Leaf buds retarded. Leaf buds slightly reLeaves 4 inch long. tsrded. Bloom normal.
etarded. Leaves 4 inch Leaves 4 inch long. Bloom normal.
Bloom normal.
Bloom normal.
long. Bloom normal.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.

No. 5

Leaf buds consider- Leaf buds much re- Leaf buds much

No. 5

February 27 (buds bemnil,ng to save'!)

No. 6

Marc/i 11 (buds save!!
inq, crackin7)

No. 5

No. 6
March 23 (buds wet1
advanced,

rated)

not

2

ratmg)

No. 5

No. 6

killed. Bloom normal.
Fewer buds killed.
Leaf buds retardeu. Leaf buds slightly re- Buds appear nearly
Bloom normal.
tarded. Bloom normal. dormant. Many killed.

re-

ably retarded. Bloom tarded. Bloom normal tarded. Bloom normal.
n ornal.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.

Similar to No. 5.

Buds appear dormant. Most leaf buds just Leaf buds just startSome just starting to starting. Bloona nor ing. Bloom normal.
grosv. Bloom normal. mat.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
Sinailar to No. 5.

Similar to No. S.

Leaf buds touch re- Leaf buds slightly re Most leaf and some
tsrded. Leaves inch larded. Bloom normal. fruit buds killed. Leaf
long. Bloom normal.
buds dormant. Bloom
Similar to No. 5.

Bloom normal.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.

normal.
Fewer buds killed.

Similsr to No. S.

Similar to No. 5.

Similar to No. 5.

Similar to No. 5.

(buds sepa-

Leaf buds nearly nor- Leaf buds somewhat Leaf buds slightly re Leaf buds about nor-ILeaf buds normal. Leaf buds nearly normal. Bloom normal, retarded. Bloom nor- tarded. Bloom normal. mat. Bloom normal.
Bloom normal.
mal. Bloom normal.
but petals burned to mal, but petals burned
some extent.
brown.
Similar to No. 5, but Similar to No. 5, but Similar to No. 5.
i Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
Similar to No. 5.
no burning.
no burning.
I

.dprit 11 (early pink)
No. 5
Lea! buds normal. Pet- Leaf buds about nor- Lcaf buds about nor- Leaf buds normal.
mat. Bloom normal.
mal. Petals brown.
als burned slightly.
I

No. 6

Bloom normal.

Similar to No. 5.

50 per cent leaf buds Neatly all leaf buds Leaf buds somewhat Leaf buds only slight- Leaf buds about nor- Leaf growth retarded.
not yet started. 50 dormant or starting. retarded. Bloom nor- ly retarded. Bloom mal. Bloom normal.
Many buds killed.
mal.
normal.
per cent about 4 inch Bloom nornial.
Bloom normal.
long.

Aprel

Leaf buds just slarting; many leaf buds

sepo.

No. S

No. 6

\Vinter Nelis

inch long. Leaves 1 inch long. In Leaves 1 inch to 14
buds in late full bloom.
inches long. Flower

1

Similar to No. 5, but Similar to No. 5, but Similar to No. 5.

'no burning.

no burning.

Similar to No. 5.

Leaf buds normal. Leaf buds normal.
Bloom normal.
Bloom normal.

Similar to No. 5.

Similar to No. 5.
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There was no outstanding difference between the two oils in delaying
leaf-bud development. However, Oil No. 5 hilled as high as 75 per cent of

the 'ateral and terminal leaf buds and 15 per cent of the fruit buds on

Winter Nelis, while Oil No. 6, with higher stilfrination test and lower viscosity, did not kill nearly as many. In the late sprays Oil No. 5 burned the
petals of some varieties, but had no effect on the fruit crop.
DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1930

Time of applicationMarch 20.
Condition of fruit budsANJOI. Blossom clusters well exposed and buds beginning to separate
in occasional clusters.
BARTLEFT.

Blossom clusters well exposed.

Bosc, CosncE, WSNTEis NeLIS. Swollen and cracked, but blossom
clusters not yet exposed.

Specificaion.r of Materials Used
Oil No. 5: viscosity 110, sulfonation test 65.
Oil No. 7: viscosity 100, sulfonation test 50.
Oil No. 1: viscosity 100, sulfonation test 58.
Liquid lime-sulfur, 32 Baumé.
The oils were applied at a pressure of 300 pounds in the form of homemade emulion at the rate of 4 pci. cent of oil. A calcium caseinate spreadCr was used as an cmulsiier at the rate of two ounces per gallon of oil.
Lime-sulfur was used. 12 to 100 gallons.

Results. By April 3 more or less burning and injury had occurred to
blossoms, especially those of Anjou and Bartlett. Many petals were stunted
and many browned. There are few blossom cIutcrs in which the blossoms

did not show some browning About 500 blossom clusters on the north
side and 500 on the south side of each of two trees of Anjou and one of
Bartlett in every plot were examined and the degree of injury noted
whether all of the blossoms of the cluster had been injured, or only a part,
or none at all. The results of this examination are shown in Table IV.

About 34 per cent more clusters with all of the blossoms injured were

found on the sotith side of the trees than on the north side, In the oilsprayed plots, Oil No. S cansed the least injury and Oil No. the most.
Leaf development was somewhat retarded in the spring, but later in the
season no difference could be noted between oil-sprayed trees and those
1

sprayed with lime-sulfur, except on 'vVinter Nelis. Even where there had
been as much injury to blossoms as on Anjou, there was a good set of fruit,
and the injury could not be considered of commercal importance, except
on Winter Nelis,
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Marck

Anjou.

21
8arUo±L

'

Sosc
-

Cornice
W.Neis

Figure Ii. Stage of development of fruit buds on Station pear trees at time of dormant
spraying, March 21, 1930.
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Ari ott

1

Figure 12. Anjou blossoms photographed April 1, 1930 to show injury (rotn dormant
oil sprays applied on March 2!. Lower right cluster normal; others with part or all of
blossoms injured.
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TABLE IV, BLOSSOM INJURY TO PEARS BY DORMANT SPRAYS. 1930
Variety and bIossorns of cluster
injured

Oil No. 5

A njo-u

09

09

All injured
Part injured
None njured

1001
81.66
7.43

All injured

6.14
83.01

1-'art injured
None injut ed

15.37

80.46
4. I

7

tree

pet' tree

Liquid limesulfur

1

09

09

23.96
74.03
2.01

0.00
4.27
95.73

17.02
81.37

9.42
83.95
6.60

7.93

As many as I in- As many as II
jured cluster per injured clusters

Bosc

Oil No.

Oil No. 7

0.130

2.75
97.25

1.61

As

natty as 21 Normal svith
iterely an mdication of browit-

injured clusters
per ti-ce

I

Injut y about as Injury about as
on Bose - negli- on Bosenegligible
11- tiler Nelis

gible

irtg on some
petals

Injury about as Injury about as
ott Boscnegli- on Bosenegligible

gible

Injury severe as Injury severe as Injury severe as Injury severe as
in previous
in previous
in previous
in previous
years. Large
number 01 ruit
buds completely
killed

years. Large

,tuiitber oI truit

buds completely
killed.

years. Large
number 01 Iron
buds completely
killed.

-

yeats. Large
,tumbet of iruit
ouds completely
tilled.

DORMANT SPRAYS IN 1931
Time of application. Oils, March 19; lime-sulfur, March 23.

Condition of fruit buds
ANJ0O. Blossom clusters just pushing free from bitd scales whtcli
were beginning to drop off.
BArt'rLpll-.

Blossom clusters partly exposed, but bud scales still firm.

Bosc. Swollen and cracked.
COMICS. Ttps of blossom clusters showing.

WtNTER NEL1s. Tips of blossom clusters beginning to show.

Specifications of materials used
Oil No. 5: viscosIty 110 sulfonation test 65.
Oil No. 7: viscosity 100, sulfonation test 50.
Liquid lime-sulfur, 32° Baumé.

Sprays were applied at a pressure of 350 pounds. The emulsions were
made up by using One ounce each of powdered casein and ammonIa per
gallon of ml and half as much water as oil. The materials were run twice
through the sprayer pump at a pressure of 200 pounds. After the oils had

been applied it was necessary to discontinue spraying unttl March 23,
because of unfavorable weather, when lime-sulfur was applied.
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Results. The trees were examined from time to time to determine the
amount of injury (see Table V).
TAI1LE V. RESULTS OF SPRAYING IN 1931

Reu is

Materials used

Plot IFour per

Cent of Oil
No. 5, home-made emulsion.. Wintcr Ne!ia.

Decided retarding of foliage development Ott
young growth. Maity buds weakened and killed On ouryear-old evood.

Other varietiea. Slight hurtling of petals ott AlijOti. Foliage
development on young growth slightly retarded

Plot 2Pour per cent

01 Oil

No, 7, home-made mul,uii

Plot 3Lime-sulfur 12 to 100
olIons

Same as with Oil No. S.

No injury to any variety.

DORMANT SPRAYS Df 1932
Time of applicationMarch 14 and 15.

Condition of Fruit buds
Swollen and cracked, tips of blossom clusters
just visible in most advanced buds.

ANJOU AND BARTlETT.

VARmTIES. Swollen and cracked arid blossom clusters aboui
ready to push throigh.

Specifications of materials used
Oil No. 5: viscosity 110, sulfonatian test 65.
Oil No. 7: viscosity 100, sul foiiatiôn test 50,
Oil No. 8 (2 per cent emulsifier): viscosity 110 to 115, stillonatioii

test 7i.
Oil No. 9 (commercial emulsion): viscosity 100 to 120, sulfoiiation
test 73.
Liquid hrne-sultur, 32e Baurnd.

Sprays were applied at a pressure of 300 pounds. Home-made emul5:0115 were prepared in tli same manner as in 1931. In making up the tank

mix, a porboii of the water was first put into the tank and the agitator set
in motion at 2S0 revolutions per minute, next the albumen or calcium
caseinate was added, then the oil and the tank filled with water.
Oil No. 8 contains two per cent of an emulsifier which causes it to
form a very quick-breaking emulsion when added to wafer under agitatton.
This emulsion begins to break down irrinsediately when agitation ceases.
The addition of a flux to the water before the oil is added tends to stabil:ze
the emulsion.

Results. On oil-sprayed trees, foliage development was retarded on the
young growth of all varieties and this was still plainly noticeable on April
28. No fruit buds were injured except on 'Winter Nelis. The opening of
blossoms on Bartlett and Winter Nelis was very slightly retarded. The
amount of Injury is recorded in Table VI.
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11

U.rLjc'

t/)rr

'I-

Figure 13A. Stage of development of fruit buds on Station pear trees at time of spraying,

Mrh 20, 1931.
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Figure 138. Stage of development of fruits buds on Station pear trees at tune of dor-

mant spraying, March 15, 1932. Top is boiionzAnjou, Bartlett, Bose, Cornice, and Wtnter
Nelis.
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TATtLE VI. RESULTS OF SPRAYING TN 1932
No. and materials

used

Plot IFour per cent or Oil
Nc. 5, home-made emulsion...

Results

W. Ne/is. Injury slight. Foliage development retarded on
young growth some lateral leaf buds weakened, a few
kitled.

OIJiCr t'erieU,..
growth.

Foliage development retarded on youtig

Plot 2.Four per cent of Oil

No. 5, tank mix, 2 ounces

blood albumen in 100 gallons

W. Webs. Injury severe. Most of onc.year.old wood with
all buds killed but the terminal one or (be terminal and
one or two lateral buds. Foliage ievelopment retarded
No. 5, tank mix, 4 ounces
on young growth. Some fruit buds killed.
calcium caseinate in tOO gal Other vaeietie5. Foliage development retarded on young

Plot 3Four per cent of Oil
tori

growth.

Plot 4Four gallerts Oil No. 8
(2 per cent emulsiher)

pound Flux No. 2

W. Weh.s. Injury slightly leSs than in 2 and 3. Much one-

year old wood with only the terminal, or irmieal and

one or two atral buds developing. Foliage development
much retarded. Sonic fruit buds killed.
Foliage development retarded on young

Other vo',t,es.
growth.

Plot 5Pour gallons Oil No. 8,
(2

per

cent

emulsifier)

pound Flux No. I

Plot 6--Four per cent 01 Oil
No. 9 commercial emulsion....

No injury noticeable on any variety. Little oil deposited by

spray. Flux No. I not satisfactory.

UI. We/is.

Injury slight. Foliage development distinctly

retarded on young growth and a few lateral leaf buds

killed.

Other VtirieteeS. Foliage devtopmriit retarded on young
Flot

7Four

per cent of Oil

growth.

No. 7, homemade emulsion.... W. Ne/is. Injury moderate. Foliage development distinctly

Plot 8Limesulfur, 12 to 100
gallons

Plot 9Lim-sul1ur, 10 to 100
gallons

retarded on young growth, some lateral leaf buds killed.
OJi.cr varieties. Foliage development retarded on young
growth.
No injury.
No n)ury.

CONCLUSIONS
Tests carried on by investigators at this Station and elsewhere under
the Vv'estern Cooperative Oil Spray Project lead to the conclusion that
straight-cut lubricating or mineral oils having a viscosity angc of 10(3 to 120
seconds Saybolt and a sulfonation test of 50 to 70 per cent purity are satis-

factory for use in dormant sprays. )dost of the commercial emulsions

which are now on the market con forn% to these specifications and can be
used with safety when applied at the recommended time and strength.

In the tests carried on by this Station since 1924 with dormant-type
oils, these oils were applied mostly in the form of home-made emulsions
of the so-called quick-breaking type which were made up with either a
cacitim casemnate or a easein-ammonia emulsifier. A quick-breaking emulsion, as the name implies, is one that breaks down readily when it hits the
tree, leaving most of the oil on the tree and permitting the water to run
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off, The mayonnaise type of commercial emulsions have a tendency to
be more or tess quick-breaking in nature, depending upon the amount and
type of emulsifier and stabilizer used, and the method of manufacture. The
oils were used mostly at a strength of four per cent of actual oil. Some
commercial emulsions of the mayonnaise type were also used.
These tests with dormant type oils used at a strength of four per cent
of oil and applied in the manner just mentioned lead to the conclusion that
those oils having the required specifications may be applied in the spring
with reasonable safety to all of the teading varieties of pears commercially
grown in this Valley, except Winter Nlis, at any time from thc period
when the buds are completely dormant until the clutr buds are separating. When they are applied after the early pink stage, they may burn
the petals severely enough to interfere with normal opening and pollinahon.

When such dormant oil sprays are applied before the early pink stage,
they have no marked effect upon the normal development of the blossoms.
They may cause some browning and dwarfing of the petals, but not enough

to affect the normal set of fruit materially. The blossoms of Anjou and
Bartlett are more susceptible to this burning than those of Bose and

Cornice.

These dormant oil sprays may have a decided retarding effect on the
early development of lateral leaf buds on younger wood, but this does not
appear to affect the later growth of the tree or fruit noticeably. Leaf buds
may start growth much later on oil-sprayed trees than on those sprayed
with lime-sulfur, -or those not sprayed at all, and may grow more slowly
for a time, but they will eventually develop normally. T,he retarding effect
seems to be more pronounced when sprays are applied just as the buds
are cracking than it does when they are applied either when the buds are
completely dormant or after they have started growth.
The development of leaves on the older wood and fruit spurs does not
seem to be retarded.

Dormant oil sprays should not be applied to pear trees in the fall,

since they may cause severe injury to fruit buds of all varieties. This fact
was brought out very clearly in the testS of November 22, 1927.
It is not safe to spray Winter Nelis trees in the Rogue River Valley
with dormant oil sprays containing four per cent of oil, since these inay
cause severe injury to fruit buds, and leaf buds on young growth. It is
preferable t use lime-sulfur on trees of this variety. A spray containing
only two per cent of oil may be used with little danger of injury; however,
in case of severe infestation it may not give the desired control.
For the past nine years the annual application of dormant-type oils to
the trees in the south part of the Station commercial pear block, usually at
the rate of four per cent of oil, has resulted in no noticeable difference in
crop yield or tree developrnnt as compared with those trees in the north
part which were sprayed with dormant strength lime-sulfur every year
except in 1924.

Liquid lime-sulfur sprays at dormant strength have had no effect on
the normal development of leaf or fruit buds and have killed no buds on
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pear trees of any variety, with the possible exception of a few weakened
ones.

THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF THE YELLOW NEWTOWN
APPLE TO INJURY FROM DORMANT SPRAYS
About 90 per cent of the apple orchards in this Valley are of the Yellow
Newtown variety. As this is the chief apple variety grown and ranks next
in importance to pears among the fruits, observations have been made
since 1925 to note the effect of dormant sprays on its development.
DORMANT SPRAYS 1925-1932

In 1927 Yellow Newtown trees were sprayed with dorinant.type oils
on April 13, when the leaves were one-half inch long. These trees were
two weeks later in reaching full foliage than unsprayed trees or those
sprayed with lime-sulfur, and the tips and margins of the young leaves
were burned. The retarded development did not affect the crop to any
extent. Those trees sprayed with Oil No. 1 at a 4 per cent strength were
severely injured. The trees received a setback which could be noticed for a
month after blooming and many fruit and leaf buds were killed. This same
oil applied two weeks earlier in previous years caused no injury.
Itt 1929 a dormant spray of Oil No. 5 at a 4 per cent strength was ap-

plied to Yellow Newtown trees in the S. A. Nye orchard on six different
dates to note the effect on development. The dates of application were as
follows: February 11 and 27. March 11 and 23, and April 2 and 11. Limesulfur at the rate of 12 gallons in 100 was applied on March 11 and April 11.
A careful check of the plots when the trees were in full bloom showed prac-

tically no difference in development of leaf or fruit buds between trees
sprayed with oil and those sprayed with lime-sulfur. No buds were killed
in any application.
In 1930, dormant sprays of two oils at 4 per cent strength were applied

to Yellow Newtowi-i trees in the Raymond Fish orchard on March 24, at
which time the tips of the leaves were just beginning to separate on the
most advanced fruit buds. These trees showed no injurious effects from
the application of oil sprays.
In 1931, dormant sprays of two oils at 4 per cent strength were applied

to Yellow Newtown trees in the \,Villiam Bruin orchard on March 23, at
which time the leaves of the most advanced fruit buds were from one
fourth to oTie-llalf inch in 'ength. The oil-sprayed trees showed little retarding of foliage development as compared with those sprayed with limesulfur, and only slight burning of the tips of some of the young leaves.
In 1932, sprays of Oil No. 9 (commercial emulsion) alone and in combination with one-half pint of Black Leaf 40, were applied on March 22 to
Yellow Newtowri trees at a strength of 4 per cent oil. Liquid lime-sulfur
was also applied at the rate of 12 to 100 gallons. The leaves of the foremost
fruit buds were from one-fourth to one-half inch in length at this time. The
oil sprays retarded foliage development slightly, while both the oil and
lime-su1fur sprays caused slight burning on young leaves.
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The dormant oil sprays used on apple trees were mostly all applied in
the form of home-made emulsions of the quick-breaking type, with the use
of either a calcium caseinate or casein-arumonia emulsifier.

CONCLU&IONS
Results of tests carried on by this Station since 1925, on the effect of
dormant lime-sulfur and oil sprays on Yellow Newtown apple trees lead to
the following conclusions:
Dormant-type mineral oils should have a viscosity range nf 100 to 120
seconds Saybolt and a sulfonation test of 50 to 70 per cent purity. Sprays

containing such oils in emulsion form at a strength of 4 per cent of oil
should cause no injury when applied in the spring up to the time fruit buds
show the green tips.
When they are applied later than this, up to the time when the leaves
of the earliest fruit buds are one-half rich long, these sprays may delay
the development of leaf buds more or less, arid may burn the tips and mar
gins of the young leaves, but usually not seriously.

With the higher degree of refinement of oils which arc now on the
market for spraying purposes, there is less danger of injury than with those
formerly used. Commercial emulsions which contain oil of this type may
be used with reasonable safety within the limits of bud development indicated.

Dormant lime-sulfur sprays do not affect the time of blooming or the
development of leaf buds. When they arc applied after the leaves have
started growth, however, they may burn these to some extent, but this

injury does not appear to affect the growth of the trCe or of the fruit
materially.

THE CONTROL OF SAN JOSE SCALE* BY MEANS
OF DORMANT SPRAYS
This insect pest is too well known to require description. It is an important factor in the production of clean fruit in the Rogue River Valley.
Unless orchards are carefully sprayed to control this pest, it causes serious

losses both by weakening and killing portions of the tree itself, and by
making necessary the culling out of infested fruit.
The grayish-black, partly-grown, circular scales pass the winter on the

wood. They mature some time during the first half of June when the
females begin to give birth to tiny, yellow-colored young. The young
scales then craw' to the new growth and fruit or remain on the older wood,
where they settle down, grow to maturity and again produce young. The
broods overlap greatly and young scales may continue to appear on the
trees as long as the weather is favorable. In 1930, young scales were found

crawling on Yellow Newtown apple trees as late as September 25. In
1932, newly born scales were quite plentiful on Some apple trees as late as
October 1.
pidiciis perei esiu Comstôck.
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METHOD OF CONTROL
The most effective control of San Jose scale is obtained by thorough
application of sprays during the dormant period. In the control work carried on by the Southern Oregon Station, both oil and lime-sulfur sprays
were used. Results obtained by the use of these sprays over a period of
years follow.
CONTROL EXPERIMENTS IN 1925
On March 17 and 18, dormant sprays were applied to 18- to 20-year-old
Yellow Newtown trees in the Colmar orchard and the north six rows of the

T. 5. Fish orchard, at a pressure of 300 pounds. The trees were still in a
dormant state. They were very tall and large and had been heavily infested
with scale for several years. The trunks of all trees were scraped before
application of the sprays.
Results. Counts were made only from frame limbs which had been
tagged before sprays were applied and which were sprayed thoroughly.
Undoubtedly many of the scales recorded as dead were killed by sprays
previously applied, because these trees had been sprayed with oil and
lime-sulfur sprays in past years in an attempt to control the severe infestation. Results of these counts and of the infested fruit at harvest time are
given in Table VII.
TABLE VII. RESULTS OF SPRAYING IN 1925
Infested
Materials used

Aprit

Plot iFour per cent of Oil No. 1,
made emutsion 1 pound spreader

15

mercial emulsion

.

fruit at

harvest

100.0

99.6

3.4

99.3

97.2

8.0

99.4

98.4

3.7

72.0

87.6

3.3

79.0

87.9

2.9

4, corn.

Baumé 121

Plot S_Dry linie-sullur, 30 pounds to 100
gallons

May 23

Ta

made emulsion

Plot 3Four per cent of Oil No.

I

home-

Plot 2Two per cent of Oil No. 1, horrie-

Plot 4Liquid lime.suifur, 30
to 100 gallons

Dead

Dead

Counts made in April and May showed many more scales alive in the

lime-sulfur plots than in the oil plots, but at harvest time these plots

showed slightly less infested fruit than the oil plots. The.trees sprayed with

lime-sulfur were smaller than those spi-ayed with oil, with lower initial
infestation. Those in the dry lime-sulfur plots had considerable advantage
over the others in this respect. 1"early all of the fruit in the top of one tree
in Plot 2 was infested, which lowered the actual control obtained from this
treatment.

CONTROL EXPERIMENTS IN 1926
Time of application. March 5 and 6.
Place. Same orchard as in 1925.

Condition of fruit budscracking, but showing no leaves or flower

parts.
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Results. No fruit count could be made, but the young scales per foot
of new growth were counted in January 1927. For this purpose ifty.eight
scions were taken from all parts of each plot and from the lower center
of each tree. The results are recorded in Table VIII.
TAOT

s'YIT

RESULTS OF SPRAYING IN laa
No. ot let
of new
growth

jals used

P101 1Four per cen of Oil No. I, homem2de e1nt1s'on

I

Total num
ber of scales

Plot 3Tsuo per cent of Oil No. I

made emulsion 4 gallouis lireesullur

Plot 4Lruid lime.sullur,

31

5,383

27.70

66

1,156

6.70

231

None

0.00

172

25

.14

187

3.3

.17

home-

Baume,

121 to 100 glloris
Plot i--Dry lime-suItor, 30 pounds [0 ItO
gullons

er toot

218

Plot 2Two per cent of Oil No. I, homemade emukton

Average
number

The avcrage number of scales recorded for Plot

I

Was much higher

than that recorded for Plot 2, largely hecause of two or three heavily
infested specimens, The trees just north of this plot were infested badly
and nay have affected results. Trees sprayed with limc'suliur showed
vCrv few scales, practically all of those recorded for the liquid plot conung
front one specimen. Trees which receked the combination of oil and limesulfur had no live scales on the new growth in the StatioLs plots, however,
a portion of the same tankful of material had been sprayed on trees not in
the expetimental block and these were among the most heavily infested of
any, when counts were made.

CONTROL EXPERIMENTS IN 1927
Time of application. April 13.

Place. Raymond Fish orchard, Yellow Newlown apple trees. The
trees were large and very tall. In 1925 they produced practically a clean
crop, but in 1926 they became heavily infested and in the spring of 1927
showed a heavy infestation. They were not encrusted and were free from
old scale shells of previous years. The loose bark was scraped from the
trunks and larger branches before spraying. Sprays were applied both
from the tower and the ground at 300 pounds pressure. The home-made
emulsions were made up by using either three-fourths or one and one-half
ounces of calcium caseinale spreader per gallon of oil and running the
materials twice through the sprayer pump at a pressure of 275 pounds.

Specications of oils used
Oil No. 1: viscosity 105, sulfonation test 65.
Oil No. 2: viscosity 105, sulfonation test 75.
Oil No. 11: viscosity 220, sulfonation test 50.
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Results. An examination of 3,000 scales at the tune of spraying showed
87.9 per cent to be alive. Many branches were selected in the various plots
before spraying and these were tagged and thoroughly covered with spray.

On June 8 these were examined for live scales with results as indtcatcd

in the first column of figures in Table TX. All live males had left the scales

nd the first young were just beginning to appear. The percentage of

control as indicated in the second column is based upon the percentage of
scales alive in the sprayed plots as compared with those in the unsprayed
check. This check had 25.7 per cent of scales ahve. In January 1928 from
300 to 400 bet of new wood was examined in each plot for the presence of
scales and results noted in the last column of Table IX.
TABLE IX. RESULTS OF SPRAYING IN 1927
January
1928.

Number

Harvest-per foot

June 8.
-

Materiel used

Plot I-Dry lime'sultur
gallons

30

Plot 2-Liquid lime-sulfur,
121 to 100 gallons

pounds to 100
30.5

Live
scales

Plot 4-Four per cent of Oil No. 2, homemade eniulsion. (. ounce spreader as
emulsifier)

of nesv

growth

infested

Fe

56

56

14.4

440

19.7

2.73

2.0

92.3

5.7

1.19

7.3

71.6

14.1

2.57

0.0

00.0

9.2

0.0

100.0

Baumé,

Plot 3- Liquid lime-sulfur, 61 to 100 gallons

Fruit

Control

Plot 5-Four per cent of Oil No. 2, homemitade emulsion, (I
emulsifier)

ounces spreader as

Plot 6- -Four per cent of Oil No. 2, home
made emulsion plus bordeau. 6-6-50,

Plot 7-Four per

i'iL

of Oil No. lI,

0,0

-

100.0

home.

made emulsmn, (3 ounce spreader as

emulsifier)

Plot 8-Four per cent of Oil No. II, homensade mulsin (11 ounces spreader as
emulsilier)

0.0

100.0

0.0

100.0

hootSmade emulsion, plus bordeaux 66-50

0.0

100.0

10-Four per ccitt of Oil No. 1. lioniemade emulsioti, (l ounces spreader as
emulsifier)

00

100.0

Pfot

9-Four per cent of Oil No. II,

3.9

PLot

L9

.56

Tn the oil plots, tagged branches examined in June showed 100 per cent

control. Neither the variatiOn of the amount of spreader in making the

emulsion, nor the addition of bordeaux mixture influenced the efficiency of
the oils. At harvest time, however, a corisidemable number of scales was

found on fruit from the tops of trees. The infested fruit ranged from 1.9
per cent to 9.2 per Cent for the various plots.
Sprays were appbted late, when the leaves were one-half inch long. The

young leaves were burned in both the lime-sulfur and oil plots, the Injury
being more severe in the latter. Oil No. 1 caused the most isijusy, which
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was still noticeable on May 18. Oils Nos. 2 and 11 caused about an equal
amount of injury, which could not be considered serious. The development
of all fruit was normal.
Control on young seedlings. Some young seedling trees, heavily infest.
ed with scale, but not encrusted, were thoroughly sprayed by means of a
small low-pressure pump. These trees were examined on June 6 and the
results recorded in Table X.
TATILF. X. RESULTS OF SPRAYING SEEDLINGS IN 1927
Materials used

Plot 1L,qutd lime-sulfur l2 to 100 gallons....
Plot 2Liquid lime-sulfur, 6.' to 100 gallons_.
Plot 3Dry lime-ulIur 30 pounds to 100 gallons

Number
scales
counted

Number
scales

Percentage

11

99.5 7

14

99.46
97.81

alive

2,537
2,550
4,051

91

scales
dead

CONTROL EXPERIMENTS IN 1928
Dormant sprays were applied to Yellow Newtown trees in the same
block as in 1927. Application was made both from the ground and the
tower at a pressure of 300 pounds. The oils were used in the form of homemade emulsions which were prepared by the use of one and one-half ounces
of calcium caseinate spreader per gallon of oil as emulsifier.

Results. A record was made of the infested fruit at harvest time; and
in January, 1929, after the young scales had settled, a count was made of
the number of scales per foot of new growth. Very few scales were alive
on the larger wood. Results are given in Table XI.
TABLE XI. RESULTS OF SPRAYING IN 1928

Percentage
Materials used

Plot 1Dry lime.sulfur, 30 pounds to 100 gallons
Plot 2--Liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons

Plot 3Liquid lime.sulfur, 6 to 100 gallons
Plot 4Four per cent of Oil No. 2, home-made emulsion
Plot SFour per cent of Oil No. 1, homemade emulsion

of fruit

infested
5.6
.2
6.8
2.2
1.0

Average
number of
scales per

foot ol
new growth
1.1

.7
2. I

.4
.2

CONTROL EXPERIMENTS IN 1929
Time of application. March 20.
Place. Same block of Yellow Newtowri trees as in 1927 and 1928.

The home-made emulsion was made by the use of one and one-half
ounces of calcium caseinate spreader per gallon of oil as emulsifier.
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Results. From ten to twenty thousand apples were counted in each
plot at harvest time to determine the percentage of infested fruit. In the
fall, after the young scales had all settled, a count was made of the number
per foot of new growth. The results are given in Table XII.
TABLE Xli. RESULTS OF SPRAYING IN 1929
Average

number of

Materials used

in tested

scales per
toot of new
growth

Plot 1Dry lin,e.sultur 30 pounds to 100 gallons
PLot 2Liquid limesulfur, 12 to 100 gaLlons
Plot 3Liquid lime-sulfur, 6 to 100 ga]lons
PLot 4Four per cent o OiL No. 1, home-made emulsion
Plot SFour per cent of Oil No. 1, home-made emulsion

4.2

-7

Fruit

2.2

.4

9.8
9.1

1.5
4.4

3.7

1.9

Nearly all of the fruit from one branch was infested in Plot 3, half
strength liquid limesuhfur, which considerably increased the percentage of

infested fruit in this plot. While the oil plots 4 and 5 were sprayed with
the same material at the same time, there was a marked difference in conIrOl, probably due to the fact that Plot 4 was twice as heavily infested at
the close of 1928 as Plot 5.

CONTROL EXPERIMENTS IN 1930
Time of application. March 24 and 25,

Condition of fruit budstips of leaves of most advanced buds just
beginning to separate.

Place. Raymond Fish orchard, Yellow Newtown apple trees.
The trees were large and so tall that the tops were covered with difficulty from a twelve-foot tower. This block was reported to have had 20

per cent of the fruit infested with scale in 1929. An examination of the
Irees previous to spraying showed live scales to be wel' distributed over
the wood, bitt so scattered as to make a fair count of the percentage of live
scales impractical.

Specifications of materials used
Oil No. 5: viscosity 110, sul fonation test 65.
Oil No. 7; viscosity 100, sulfunation test SO.

Liquid lime-sulfur: 32 Baumé.
Dry lirnesuliur: 65 per cent calcium polysulpliides.
The oil emulsions were made by running the materials twice through
the sprayer pump at a pressure of 200 pounds, using calcium caseinate
spreader as emulsifier at the rate of two ounces per gallon of oil arid half
as much water as oil.
Sprays were applied at a pressure of 300 pounds, both from the ground.
and the tower, each tree receiving from 21 to 23 gallons of spray.
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Figure 14. Stage of development of Yellow Newlown fruit buds in the Raymond Fish
orchard at time of dormant spraying on March 25, 1930
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The oils were applied as home-made emulsions at the rate of 4 per cent

of oil. Liquid lime-sulfur was used, 12 to 100 gallons, and dry limesulfur,
30 pounds to 100 gallons.

The weather following the'apIicatiors of sprays was unusually favorable for the control of scale by means of sulfur sprays. It was mostly clear

and warm. No rain fell until April 7, or thirteen days after application,
when a light rainfall was recorded. A ma,cimum temperature of 80 F. was
reached the second and third days after spraying.
Results. The block was not an ideal one for comparative tests because
in many instances the tall branches of one tree touched those of other Irees

when brought down by the weight of the fruit, and in the dry lime-sulfur

p]ot on'y four trees set enough fruit for counting. All of the fruit from
four trees in each plot was examined and the amount of infestation record-

ed in Table XIII.
TABL]L'XIJJ, RESULTS OP SPRAYING TI
Material and plot

Total

Light

of fruits

1_In

n umber

Oil No.

scale

1930

Medium

Heavy

20+

1(1-2(1
-

Clean

%

Plot ]-Trer I

3.24

.27

.15

96.34

1.41

.20

'92.69

2,103

5.70
.99
1.43

11,901

11 .36

1.97

.35

2.84

.49

.09

1 .36

3,1]

.33
1.90

1.64

3.21
.96

.40
.09

.22
.03

98.14
83.35
96.17
98.92

4.56

.68

2.06
.515

376.58
94.145

4.64
24.18
8.49
2.09

.45
7.49
2.50
.30

6,64

'61.69
'86.5

.05

97.56

39.40
9.85

10.74
2.685

9.76

340.10
85.025

.12

.06

Tree2

3,327
3,546

Tree 3
Tree 4

2,92 5

Tolal

Average

.24
.03

98.77
96.52

I

386.32
96.58

Oil No, 3

Plot 2-Ti'ee L

3,023
4,944
3,707
3,226

Tree 2
Tree 3

Total
Average

14.900

Liquid lime-su'fur
Plot 3--Tree

2,649
3,056
2.358

Tree 2
Tree 3
Tree 4

2011

Total
Average

10,074

18.64

.17

94.34
2.50

2.44

Di y lime-sulfur

Plot 4--'rree 1

1,634

2.14

Tree 2
Tree 3
Tree 4

492
95

2.64
2.24

681

Total

3,792

Average

'Tree

,

lot

30

1.47

8.49
2.125

.12
.03

.36
.09

97.68
97.36
97,46
99.53
391.03
9 7. 755

2, touched 'free 2, Plot 3, as did also Tree 3, Plot 3. Tree 2, Plot I,

touched Tree 2, Plot 2.

The percentage of clean fruit in the liquid lime-sulfur plot (Plot 3) was
considerably reduced because of heavy infestation in one count tree, p0551bly because a portion of a heavily infested branch ill the top of Ille tree may
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have been missed by the spray. The branches of this tree interlaced with
those of the tree to the west in the same plot and also with the tree to the
south in Plot 2. The branches of the tree in Plot 2 touched some of the
branches of the tree south of it in Plot 1 (see Figure l5. The young scales
produced on the heavily infested tree in Plot 3 were free to migrate to any
of the other three trees because of the overlapping branches and thus the

actual control, as indicated by a count of infested fruit, was partly

reduced by this migration of summer young. This instance is a very inter
eating example of the spread of scale from tree to tree.
R nv.
12

+

<-s

+

-

+
98.92%

+

+

+

+

±

I-

+

3

4

97.56%

86.51% 61.69%

+

±

Lime.suliur

+

OiINo.5

94.34%

'1

II

96.17%

63J5%

+

98.14%

'F
10

98.52%

free

98.77%

96,34%

92.69%

Oil N. 7
N

5

6

7

5

9

W-l-E
S

-

Figure 15. Diagram oi portion ot sprayed plots, giving the percentage ot clean fruit
from count trees, to show how this was affected by summer migration of scale from badly
infested tree in liniC.sul(ur plot.

A more accurate comparison oi thc relative value of the materials used

in controlling the scale would be one based upon the record from those
trees not affected by the migration. The average percentage of clean fruit
from these trees was as follows:

Plot 1. Oil No. 7
Plot 2. Oil No. 5
Plot 3. Liquid lime-sulfur
Plot 4. Dry lime-sulfur

97.87% clean fruit
97.74% clean fruit
95.95% clean fruit
97.76% clean fruit

TESTS ON APPLE SEEDLINGS IN 1Q30
Four clumps of small seedling apple trees in a field to the northeast of
the Raymond Fish orchard were sprayed On March 25. These trees were

heavily infested with scale and many shoots had been killed. The dead
wood was pruned out and the tops were cut back so that they could be
reached easily with spray applied from a bucket pump. The trees were
carefully sprayed so that every portion of the surface was wet.

Results. More than a thousand scales were examined from each plot
at the time of spraying to determine the percentage of live scales present
at that time. On May 27 about the same number were again counted from

each plot to determine the percentage of live scales then present. On
February 2, 1931, all of the new growth from the trees in the plots was
examined for the presence of scales and strips of bark from the trunks
were examined for live scales. No scales were found on the new growth,
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and no live scales were found on the bark strips. Results of these examinations are recorded in Table XIV.
TABLE XIV. RESULTS OF SPRAYING APPLE SEEDLINGS IN 1930

Material used

Plot IFive per cent of Oil No. 12, commercial emulsion
Plot 2Liquid lime-sulfur. 12 to 100 gallons
Plot 3Dry lime-sulfur. 30 pounds to 100 gallons

Percentage
alive Percentwhen
alive
sprayed May 27
%
59.0
67.0
67.0

Number

of scales
per foot
of new
growth

%
.1

2.1

8.0

None
None
None

All of the materials gave 100 per cent control. While some of the
scales were still alive on May 27, these evidently died later without reproducing, or if young were born these were killed by the residual effect of
the dormant sprays.

TESTS ON OLD HOME PEAR TREES IN 1930
Two small Old Home pear trees at the station were sprayed for the
control of San lose scale. The trunks of both were heavily infested with
scale. Tree No. I was sprayed on March 27 with liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100
gallons, using the power sprayed. Tree No. 2 was sprayed on April 1 with
Oil No. 12, (commercial emulsion), 5 to 100 gallons, using a bucket sprayer.

Results. More than a thousand scales per tree were examined at the
time of spraying Ia determine the percentage of live scales then present.
On January 29, 1931, fifty feet of new growth from each tree were examined

for the presence of scales. Theresults are shown in Table XV.
TABLE XV. RESULTS OF SPRAYING OLD HOME PEARS IN 1930
Percent-

Mate,-iat used

Plot ILiquid time-sulfur

Plot 2Oit No. 12

age
alive
when
sprayed
58.0
70,0

Percentage
al,ve
May 23
2.0
0.0

Number
of scales
per foot
of new

growth
None
None

CONTROL EXPERIMENTS IN 1931
Sprays were applied on March 23 to Yellow Newtown trees of about
average size in the William Bruin orchard, north of Talent. At that time
the leaves of the most advanced fruit buds were from one-fourth to one-half
inch in length (see Figure 16).
Ten rows of five trees each, running north and south, were selected for

spraying. Live scales were found pretty well scattered over the wood of
most of the trees. Some of the larger branches had as many as twelve live
scales per square inch. In 1930 a considerabl portion of the fruit from these
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Figure 16. Stage of development of Yellow Newtown fruit buds in Bruin orchard at time
of dormant spraying on March 24, 1931.
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trees had been infested and as many as forty scales were found on a single
apple.

Specifications of materials used
Oil No. 5: viscosity 110, sulfonation test 65.
Oil No. 7: viscosity 100, sulfonation test fO.
Lime-sulfur: 32° Baumé,
Dry lime-sulfur: sixty-three percent calcium polystilplttdes.

Sprays were applied at a pressure of 350 pounds. The trees were
sprayed from the ground only, receiving about twenty gallons of spray.
The oils were applied in the form of home-made emulsions at the rate
of 4 per cent of oil. Liquid lime-sulfur was used, twelve to 100 gallons and

dry lime-sulfur, thirty pounds to 100 gallons, both with and without the
addition of one pound of lime-protein spreader.
The oil emulsions were made by running the materials twice through

the sprayer pump at a pressure of 200 pounds, using a casein-amnionia
emulsifier at the rate of one ounce each of casein and ammonia per gallon
of oil.

The weather, for a period of two weeks following the application of
sprays, was cooler and more cloudy than in 1930.
.Mean maximum emperaiure
1930 - 71.1° F.
1931 - 61.1° F.

Mean ntinininm Iemperaiure

1930 - 37,1° F.
1931 - 37.6° F.

Results. At harvest time the fruit from three trees in each plot was
examined for scale infestation. Most of the trees bore a very light crop of
fruit, so that the recorded percentages of infested fruit are much higher
than would have been the case had the trees borne a normal crop. In Plot
2 only two trees bore enough fruit to permit a count. Control was very
uniform. The addition of a spreader did not increase control. Results are
given in Table XVI.
TABT.E. XVI. RESULTS OF SPRAYING IN 1931
Fumber

Material used

Plot 1Liquid bme-suliur
Plot 2Liquid lime-sulfur spreader
Plot 3Dry lime-sulfur
Plot 4Dry Itme-sulfur spreader
Plot 5Oil No. 7
Plot 6Oil No. 5

Light

of fruits

t

scale

Medium

_11)

10-20

2.119

3.17

.33
.027
.137

3036

2.947

.15

1846

20+

Clean

92.11

773
540
1,043
2,991
3,600

3.08
2.663

Heavy

.55

96.765
97 .007

.117
.05

96.11

96643
96.903

RESIDUAL EFFECT OF DORMANT SPRAYS ON YOUNG SCALE
On July 7, 1928, in an effort to determine the effect upon the young,
crawling summer scales of sprays of lime-sulfur and oils which had been
applied in the dormant pertod, some large branches were selected in the
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dorrnarit plots. 'fhese were carefully examined to make certain that no
live scales were present and that the branches had been covered thorough-

ly with spray in the dormant period. To each of these branches were
pinned strips of bark carrying female scales which were actively giving
off young.
At a later date an examination of 332 young scales on branches from

the plot sprayed with four per ceni of oil showed all of them,to be dead.
An examination at the same time of young scales on the lime-sulfur plot
showed nearly 20 per cent of them to be alive. Many of these had already
formed a wax coating anti seemed to be well established. By July 20 all of
these were dead.

On July 23 strips of bark bearing female scales which were producing
young were pin nd to branches, chosen as before from the dormant plots.
An examination of these branches in the fall showed that no scales were
alive on either the oil or dormant strength liquid lime-sulfur plots. Some
live scales were found on those branches which had been sprayed with dry

lime-sulfur or half strength liquid lime-sulfur. A large number of live
scales were found on unsprayed branches which were used as a check.

It appears from these tests that sprays applied in the dormant period
have a toxic effect upon the young summer scales which may try to estabbsli themselves on larger branches.

NOTES Or THE POSSIBLE STERILITY OF FEMALE SCALES
SPRAYED WITH LIME-SULFUR
On June iS, 1927, hundreds of female scales were found to be alive
in both the liquid and dry limesulfur plots, bitt none of these were reproducing. On the other hand, hundreds of female scales on unsprayed check
trees were producing young freely.
Several hundred live female scales in the sprayed plots were marked
by means of pins placed near them and were examined from time to time
throughout the remainder of June and July, and a part of them as late as
August. These scales developed to full size in spite of the spray and had

good color, but in the majority of cases they did not develop a norma)
scale covering. This was usually too small to cover the bodies which protruded abnormally. Such scales were unable to produce young.
In 1928 before sprays were applied, strips were placed over branches in
such a way that part of the female scales within oneeighth inch of each
nther were sprayed with lime-sulfur and part were not. Observations
throughout the summer showed that unsprayed females produced young
freely, while sprayed scales very close to them did not reproduce.
It is possible that the female scales were actually made sterile by the
lime-sulfur sprays, or that the female odors attractive to the males were
destroyed.

Observations made from 1927 to 1929, inclusive, during which several
thousand female scales were examined, showed that all which had received

a good covering of lime-sulfur in the dormant period and were able to
develop to maturity despite the spray, finally died without producing
young.
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Half strength liquid lime-sulfur and 'dry lime-sulfur also had a sterilizing effect on the female scales, but to a lesser degree than full strength
liquid lime-sulfur.

From thc foregoing observations it can be seen readily that a comparison of the number of live scales present On trees sprayed with lime-sulfur
and oils, made a month or two after application of sprays, is very misleading. A more accurate comparison, barring possible reinfestat ion, is a count

of the infeted fruit at harvest time, or a count of the number of scales
which have settled per loot of new growth after the migration is over.

CONCLUSIONS

Tests carried on by this Station over a period of years show that both
liquid lime-sulfur and dormant-type oils will give satisfactory control of
the San Jose scale when applied in the spring during the dormant or late
dormant period. Oil sprays should not be applied in the fall because of
possible injury to the trees.
Liquid lime-sulfur testing 32° Baumé should be used at the rate of
12 gallons to 100 gallons of spray. When the lime-sulfur tests lower than
32 Baumé an increased amount should be used.
Dormant-type oils should have a viscosity range of from 100 to 120
seconds Saybolt and a sulfonation test of 50 to 70 per cent purity. They
should be applied at the rate ol 4 per cent of actual oil or 4 gallons 01
commercial emulsion to 100 gallons of spray, since most of these contain
from 83 to 85 per cent of oil.
Dry lime-sulfur, thirty pounds to 100 gallons of spray, gave very poor

control in 1927, but gave as good control in 1930 and 1931 as did liquid
lime-sulfur. In other years, also, the control was usually not as good as
with liquid lime-sulfur. In 1927, when the poorest control was obtained
with dry lime-sulfur the first five days following the spraying were either
partly cloudy or cloudy, with .12 inch of rain on the second day and .05 inch
on the fifth. On the contrary, in 1930 the weather was unusually warm and
clear.

Satisfactory control may be ob(ained in this Valley with dry limesulfur at the rate of 30 pounds to 100 gallons under favorable weather
conditions, but when much rain and cloudy weather prevail, poorer control
may be expected than with liquid lime-sulfur.

Trees must be sprayed very thoroughly so that no part remains uncovered. Special care must be taken to wet every part of the branches in
the tops of trees. When many loose bark flakes are present on the trunks
and branches, these should be scraped off before spraying. Unless this is
done, many scales may be protected from the spray. All scale-infested
seedling apple and pear trees growing near orchards should either be
sprayed thoroughly or destroyed, since these may be a source of infestation.
Dormant sprays of lime-sulfur and oils on the larger branches may kill
young summer scales which attempt to settle on them.
Female scales which have been covered thoroughly with lime-sulfur iii

the dormant period many continue to develop to maturity, but evidently
are sterilized and finally die without producing young.
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THE CONTROL OF PEAR LEAF BLISTERMITE*
The pear leaf blister-mite is a very small, slender, whitish mite with
only two pairs of legs. It cannot be distinguished without the aid of a
lens. It is not a true insect, but is related to the spider-mites.
During the winter the mites are found beneath the bud scales, where
they are protected by the mat of hairs on the under sides of the scales. As
many as 820 mites have been found in one pear bud and as many as 381
beneath a single bud scale. In the spring when the bud scales loosen and
elongate, the mites crawl toward the bases where they feed on the tender
growing parts of the scales and lay many eggs. In fruit buds they may
feed even before the buds swell. As soon as the leaf parts begin to separate
the mites work down between them where they feed externally and deposit
eggs.

Soon after the individual leaves begin to unfold the mites feed upon
them, causing the formation of blister-like swellings. Observations show
that it is chiefly the young mites which come from the eggs laid beneath
the bud scales and between the separating leaf parts by the overwintering
mites that are the cause of the early swellings. The leaf tissue affected by
the feeding finally dies. When the mites are abundant, much of the leaf
tissue is killed and cannot function in preparing food materials for the
tree. The mites may also attack the young fruit and fruit stems, causing
malformations and blemishes.
On apple leaves the swellings are at first green in color, later turning
brown. On pear leaves they may have a reddish appearance at first, later
turning brown or blackish. The swellings or blisters each have a small
opening in the center on the under side of the leaf to permit passage of
the mites.
There are several generations in a season, which overlap greatly. When

the, mites within a swelling become full grown they may leave and start
other swellings on the same leaf or another one. This pest continues to
feed as long as the leaves remain green in the fall.
In 1932, many mites in various stages of development and some eggs
were found within the swellings on pear leaves on September 21. Very few
mites were found beneath the bud scales at this time, but some were gathering on the young buds, between the bud and the base of the leaf stem. On
October 25, many mites were found beneath bud scales, but there were
still many of them in the swellings on green leaves, and even several eggs
in one of them. As late as November 7, mites were present in the swellings.
At this time they were plentiful beneath bud scales, and as many as 287
were found in one group between the bud and base of a leaf stem.
TESTS IN 1926
On March 5 and 6 dormant sprays were applied to Yellow Newtown

apple trees in the Fish orchard to test materials for the control of the
mite. The sprays were applied at an ideal stage of development from a

control standpoint for the buds were swollen and cracked, but showed no
ttriophyes

yri (Pagen.).
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leaves or flower parts. An examination of buds on the trees showed that
blister mites were present throughout all of tile p'ots. The check trees
had froni one to ten mites under each bud scale.
PLOT 1. Liquid lirne-sulfttr, 3l

Baumé, l2& to 100 gallons.

PLOT 2. Liquid lime-sulfur, 4 to 100 gallons, plus 3 gallons of home-made
oil emulsion.
PLOT 3. Six gallons of home-made oil emulsion to 100 gallons of spray.

PL0T4. Dry lime-sulfur, 30 pounds in 100 gallons (a) ; and 25 pounds in
100 gallons (b).

Results. All ol the sprays gave good control, The unsprayed check
developed some blister-mite injury, but this was not serious,
'vVitli the exception of the tests made in 1926, no special sprays were

applied for blister-mite control until l932 however, observations on the
value of various dormant sprays in the con tro of this pest were made over
a period of years in other plots.

TESTS IN 1932
In 1932, sprays were applied at various times to groups of two-year-old
Old Home seedling pear trees at the Station. In the fall of 1930 these trees

had been undercut with a tree digger. In the spring of 1931 they did not
receive the usual dormant spray because they were to be discarded. They
developed a heavy blister-rri.ite infestation and were therefore used for
control tests in the spring of 1932. An examination in February of buds
from these trees showed from 48 to 800 mites present in a bud, and as many
as 225 beneath a single bud scale. For Plots 1, 2, 4, 5, 10 to 13, inclusive,

a three-gallon compressed-air sprayer was used to apply sprays, and for
Plots 6, 7, and 9 a power sprayer was used at a pressure of 300 pounds.

Results. Buds and leaves were examined at intervals to note control,

Time of application for plots 1S was March 7no green showing in
buds.
PLOT 1.

Liquid lime-sulfur, '12 to 100 gallons. March 23 and 29 all mites

dead, no eggs present. As many as 239 dead mites in one bud. September 21, old leaves clean, a few blistcrs on some of the leaves on new

growth indicating reinfestalion,
PLoT 2. Oil No. 9, commercial emulsion, 4 per cent 0f oil. March 23 and 29
all mites dead, no eggs present. As many as 116 dead mites iii one bud.
September 21, old, leaves clean, some blisters on a few of the kaves on
new growth.

PLOT 3. Unsprayed check. March 23 and 29 as many as 354 live mites in
one bud, as many as 55 eggs beneath one bud scale. September 21, a
large portion of leaves with blisters, sonic with as many as 40 or 50.
PLOT 4. Liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons. Same control as in Plot 1.
PLor 5. Oil No. 9, commercial emulsion, 4 per cent oil. Same control as in
Plot 2.
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Timc of application for- plot 6 was March 12, tips of leaves showing.
PLOT 6. Home-made emulsion, 3 per cCnt oil. Mai-ch 24, many dead mites,
btet also some live ones, Some eggs present, a few of them shriveled.
April 14, a considerable number of blisters showing on young leaves.
September 21. poor control, many blisters on leaves.

Time of application for plots 7-9 was March 15, tips of leaves showing.
PLOT 7. Liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons. March 24, many dead mites,
especially beneath the outer bud scales, but also quite a few live mites

and eggs. April 14, most of the leaves free from blisters. September
21, control almost as good as in Plot 1.
PLOT 8. Unsprayed check. March 24 many live mites present and laying
eggs. April 14, blisters abundant on leaves. September 21, many leaves
with blisters.

Pr.oT 9. Liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons. April 14, leaves quite free
from blisters. September 21, control almost as good as in Plot 1.
Time of application for plots 10-13 was March 29, leaf buds from threeeights to one-half inch long.
PLOT 10. Dry lme-sulfur, 30 pounds to 100 gallons. April 14, leaves almost
free from blisters. September 21, control not quite as good as in Plot 1,
some of the leaves with a few blisters.

PLOT 11. Dry lime-sulfur, 30 pounds to 100 gallons. Same control as in
Plot 10.
PLOT 12. Liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons. April 14, leaves almost free
from ]isters. September 21, control about as in Plot 10.
PLOT 13. Oil No. 9, commercial emulsion, 4 per cent oil. April 14, some

blisters on leaves. September 21, control not as good as in Plot 10,
more blisters on the leaves.

Dormant oil at 4 per cent strength resulted irs complete control when
applied before the tips of the leaves showed. It retarded foliage development considerably on Old Home. On March 29 the leaf buds were only
3/16 inch long, while those on unsprayed trees measured from to inch
(see Figure 17).
On April 14, there was still a marked difference in foliage development
between the oil-sprayed trees and those receiving lime-sulfur, or which
were not sprayed (see Figure 18). No doubt this retarding of development
was much more severe than normal because a part of the roots had been
cut away in the fall of 1930.

Dormant oil at 3 per cent strength, applied when the tips of the leaves
were showing, resulted in poor control, but did not retard foliage developm ent.

Dormant oil at 4 per cent strength, applied when the buds were from
inch long, gave better control than the earlier application at 3 per cent
strength, but not as good as lime-sulfur sprays applied at the same time.
Foliage development was not retarded.
to

Liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons, resulted in complete control when

applied before the tips of the leaves showed, When the application was
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Figure 7. Old Home pear shoots photographed March 29 to show the effect on b d
development of sprays applied March 7. Left, unsprayed check. Cejtter 4 per cent o'l.
RipIit, liquid Iime-suIur.
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I

Figure

. Old Home pear shoots photographed April 14 to show effect on bud devetopnie it
of sprays applied March 7. Left, unsprayed check. Right 4 per cent oil.
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made when the tips of the leaves were showing, the control was practically
as good. When applied at a time when the buds were from I to inch
long, lime-sulfur resulted in the formation of some blisters on some of the
leaves but still was more effective than the oil applied at the same time.
Foliage development was not retarded.

Dry lime-suliur, 30 pounds to 100 gallons, was used only in the last
application when it resulted in as good control as with the liquid limesulfur applied at the same time.
in 1932, sprays of both dormant oils at 4 per cent strength and liquid
lime-sulfur at the rate of 10 and 12 gallons to 100 failed to give complete

control in the station commercial pear orchard, when applied after the
fruit buds had swollen and cracked and blossom clusters were about ready
to push forth, however the injury was not of commercial importance.
The season of 1932 was especially favorable for th.e development of the
blister-mite which occurred in large numbers in poorly sprayed orchards,
or those sprayed late.

CONCLUSIONS
Tests carried on thus fr by this Station indkate that the blister-mite
may be controlled satisfactorily in the Rogue River Valley wili a spray of
either liquid jirnesulfur, 12 to 100 gallons, or a dormant type oil at 4 pr
cent strength, when applied in the spring just before the tips of the leaves
show. in order to obtain practically complete control however; it is rieceseary to cover every bud, for a single bud nay contain more than 800 mites
and this, if missed, would be enough to infest a tree heavily. Lime-sulfur
will give commercial control when applied after the leaf tips show, in
station tests on Old Home pear trees both liquid lime-sulfur, 12 to 100 gallons, and dry lime-sulfur at the rate of 30 pounds to 100 gallons, when
applied when leaf buds were as much as one-half inch long, held the mites
in check to such an extent that only a small number of blisters were formed
on some of the leaves. A spray of 4 per cent oil applied at this time resulted
in a larger number of blisters on the leaves.
The conclusions in regard to the control of this pest are not final. It
appears that lime-sulfur may be applied over a longer period of time than
oil sprays for successful control; however, further inve.ctigations are necessary to determine more definitely what the limiting factors are. Oil sprays
apparently must come in direct contact with the mites, while this does not
seem to be necessary in the case of lime-sulfur.
It is interesting to note that practically no blister-mite injury has devel-

oped in that part of the sttion commercial pear orchard which has been
sprayed snice 1924 wih dormant type oils only, except in 1932, when some
blisters were found here and there, but no injury of commercial importance
resulted.

Before the bud scales elongate, the mites are clustered between the
hardened, brown parts of the scales where oil can reach them more easily.
As soon as the bud scales elongate the mites work down toward the bases
of the scales to feed on the green parts and deposit eggs: It is then more
This treegih ol lime-suttur was used because oi the necessity of combating San Jose
scaLe with he same application used (or blister-mime.
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difficult for sprays to reach them. When the leaf parts begin to separate
in the buds the mites work down between them where the thick pubescence
of the young leaves hinders the spray in reaching them and the eggs which
are deposited there:

THE CONTROL OF RUST MITE ON PEARS
These mites feed externally, causing russeting of leaves, tender bark
and fruit. They apparently pass the winter beneath the bud scales, since
they have been found there in limited numbers along with blister-mites.
Normally they have given very little trouble in well-sprayed orchards
of this Valley. Tn 1932, however, they were present n large numbers in
many orchards and caused serious injury, due to weather conditions favorable for their development and the omission of dormant sprays.
The same dormant sprays as recommended for blister-mite control
should hold this pest in check, f trees are thoroughly covered. During
the growing season they may be controlled by a spray containing One per
cent of a medium summer oil.
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